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Date: Tuesday, November 16,
2004
Time: 11:30 AM
Location: Westchase Hilton
9999 Westheimer,
Houston
(just inside Beltway 8)
Cost: $22 with reservation
$27 at the door
Reservations:
GSH 713/463-9477
Email: Joan@hgs.org
(reservations are encouraged)
Title: New Genetic Framework and
New Plays in Offshore Peru
Speakers:
Tarek Ghazi, Pete Emmet*, Bob
Hickman, Glenn Granata, Angel
Callejon, and Maurice Slot
(*denotes presenter)
Abstract:
In the spring of 2004, Gaffney, Cline &
Associates, Inc. undertook a comprehensive
reinterpretation of the hydrocarbon
prospectivity of the offshore basins in Peru.
From north to south, the study included the
Tumbes-Progresso, Talara, Trujillo, Salaverry
and Pisco basins. The main focus was to delineate basin geometry and evolution, while
tracing a robust tectono-stratigraphic correlation scheme across a region greater than 1000
km in strike length. Kinematic reconstructions
of key dip lines, thermal maturation models,
and a regional velocity model and depth conversion were essential in building this new
framework. These new interpretations were
built on the back of an intensive multi-disci-

Date:

Wednesday, November 10, 2004

Time:

7:00 am, Breakfast, no food
allowed in the Visionarium
7:30 am, Presentation in
Visionarium

Location: Paradigm
820 Gessner, Suite 400
Houston, TX 77024
Web Site: www.paradigmgeo.com
Directions: From the Katy Freeway-Exit
Gessner and proceed south across
Kingsride Ln. and Barryknoll. Turn
left into parking garage and park
on Level “F”. Follow covered walkway to Two Memorial City Plaza,
marked “Paradigm”.
Reservations:

GSH 713-463-8920
Email: Joan@hgs.org
Reservations are recommended (not required
but affects Paradigm’s breakfast order). For
further information, please contact Scott
Wallace at 713-917-6783 or email
wallace@dawson3d.com
Title:

Understanding Seismic Rock
Properties Using a
Comprehensive AVO
Classification

Speaker: Roger A. Young, eSeis, Inc.
Technical Breakfast continued on page 15

President’s Column
GSH for Fun and Profit
By George Marion,
Second Vice-President
Good news! The GSH non-technical
events are alive and well. The non-technical
events are those special events, typically held
annually, which we attend because they are
enjoyable. These are not work. These are fun.
The events currently sponsored are the Golf
Tournament, the Sporting Clays, the Shrimp
Peel, the Salt Water Fishing Tournament, the
Tennis Tournament, the Honors & Award
Banquet, and the BBQ & Annual Meeting.
There is something for everyone.
What if you don’t want to compete in an
event, but you like to socialize and eat good
food? Come on out! One does not have to
participate in the competition to show up and
socialize. These events are sponsored and well
attended. Why? Because they are fun! Sure,
some of the talk will revolve around our industry because that is what most of us have in
common, but most of the talk won’t have anything to do with work. Family and friends are
welcomed to participate.
As for those who are always looking for
the next project, consider that often a project
is let based on who the client knows and likes
(networking). So you contractors may get work
(indirectly) out of these events just because you
will be familiar to clients. And you clients may
feel more comfortable with a contracting company if you know that someone there shares
a common interest. This is why these events
are “for fun and profit”.
Look at page 2 of any GSH Newsletter
President’s Column continued on page 3.

Technical Luncheon continued on page 10.

SEG
Education Week
November 9th ~ 12th
See page 13.
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Abstract:
A new classification for AVO (amplitude versus offset) has been proposed to include all
possible combinations of near and far trace
polarities and amplitudes. This classification
admits all sands regardless of the sign of the
impedance contrast of the sand with the overlying shale or the direction (positive or negative) of change in impedance contrast with increasing offset. Previous AVO classifications
have assigned gas sands to various classes (one
through three, four, or five - depending on
the author); the new classification expands to
include a total of ten types.
By providing a complete classification of AVO
types, a solid framework is established for systematically investigating rock and fluid properties of each of the ten AVO types, and subsequently comparing with seismic data. An
understanding of the characteristics of the two
categories of sand types and the variations of
AVO response for the different sands within
the categories is critical in accurately assessing any geologically-interesting property.
Discerning various lithologies from seismic has
long been a goal of the explorationist. Until
recently, the seismic interpretation of lithologies has been limited to velocity variations of
shale and “not-shale,” or “sand.” This method

was further limited by the changing relationship of the shale and “sand” velocities with
variations in depth, age, porosity, fluid content and geopressure. The new classification
provides a basis for generating prospects
within the context of these variations.
Examples from the Gulf Coast illustrate the
application of this approach in exploration for
pressured Wilcox objectives where the typical
type 2 and the less-common, type 3 AVO’s
can be productive. Other examples include a
classic AVO-flip where sand, in pressure, displays negative AVO types where it is wet,
downdip; updip, where it is gas-filled, it shows
positive AVO types.

Sightings
Some
scenes
from the
Technical
Luncheon

Biography:
Roger Young is Chief Technology Officer and
Co-Founder of eSeis, Inc. and has 23 years
of industry experience. Prior to eSeis, Roger
worked as a petrophysicist for Union Texas,
an integration engineer for Grumman and a
logging engineer for Schlumberger.
Roger holds an MS in Petroleum Engineering
from the University of Houston and a BS in
Physics from Clarkson College of Technology.
Roger is an active member of SEG, SPE,
AAPG, SPWLA, and HGS.

President’s Column continued from page 3.

see the GSH sponsor annually? One way to
get to be a chairman is to spearhead a new
event! If there is an event which you really
enjoy, then there is a good chance that others in the GSH would also be interested. These
annual events do not have to attract large
numbers of participants (although we certainly
want more and more to participate). Some
events attract a smaller but dedicated group
and the event is well sponsored and the event
consistently generates a positive cash flow for
the Society. Actually, under normal conditions,
all of these events generate a positive cash
flow for the GSH which is yet another reason
why the Board of Directors wants to support
these events.
What do we have? We have excellent
opportunities for the rank and file GSH memNo. of
Issues:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

1/8 pg.
$125
$208
$278
$348
$425
$490
$560
$630
$700
$735

1/4 pg.
$200
$335
$448
$560
$680
$782
$895
$1008
$1120
$1175
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1/2 pg.
$400
$660
$880
$1100
$1360
$1565
$1790
$2016
$2240
$2350

full page
$750
$1250
$1670
$2090
$2515
$2935
$3355
$3780
$4200
$4400

ber to participate in an event which is not
work related, which is done purely for fun,
which can generate valuable network relationships, and which can generate funds to support your GSH. What a deal!
Don’t let these wonderful events slip
by. Mark them on your automated calendar. Go to www.gshtx.org, poke around
until you find the event calendar (http://
gshtx.org/en/calendarevents/
monthly.asp ), and bookmark it. Notice
that you can look into the future, and can
find these events while you still have time
to schedule accordingly. These are fun
with the potential to be professionally useful. I seem to have gone full cycle again.
Yep, it’s geophysics for fun and profit.
Iterate until it becomes second nature.

GSH Advertising Rates
Business Cards:
$125 for 10 issues

To reserve your advertisement space
or for more information contact
Lilly Hargrave at: 713/463-9477
or email: lilly@gshtx.org.
Geophysical Society of Houston
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Editor’s Note
To insure your information
reaches the GSH society members in a timely manner it must
appear in the appropriate newsletter issue. Please note the following deadlines and plan your
function’s publicity strategy accordingly. Items must be received
on or before the corresponding
deadline date. Materials can
be sent to John Sumner at
sumnergeo@earthlink.net with
a copy sent to Fernanda Araujo at
fernanda.v.araujo@exxonmobil.com.
If you have any questions please
call John Sumner at 713/666-7655
or Fernanda Araujo at 713/431-6126.

2004 & 2005
GSH Newsletter
Deadlines
Issue .................. December 2004
Deadline....... November 12, 2004
Issue ...................... January 2005
Deadline....... December 10, 2004

Announcements
SEG Education Week
November 9-12, 2004
SIPES Social
November 11, 2004
Rock Physics SIG
November 17, 2004
Potential Fields SIG
November 18, 2004

Auxiliary
News from the
Geophysical Auxiliary of Houston!

T

he Geophysical Auxiliary of Houston invites the wife of any present or past member of the GSH or SEG, the widows of former members of the GSH and SEG, and
women members of these organizations to join us and become a member for 20042005. Our Membership Chairperson, Kathi Hilterman, wants to hear from you! We
are busy planning several events for your enjoyment and yearly dues are only $15.00.
We are looking forward to a great year and would welcome you to join us. Call now and
don’t miss out! Call Kathi at 713-467-2599 or GSH Liaison, Luann Cefola at 281-7597338 for a membership application and information on how to join.
October found many of our members attending the SEG in Denver, enjoying the cool
weather and mountain air. The Spouse Program included a Hospitality Suite, Luncheon, Seminars covering topics from art to skin care, and a “Personality Plus” Workshop. Those that were able to attend had a wonderful time.
On Wednesday November 10, Auxiliary members and friends will enjoy a special Fall
Event as we take a trip to the Brookwood Community. We look forward to a tour of
the Brookwood facility which is a residential community designed to enhance the lives
of adults with functional disabilities. We will be treated to a leisurely elegant dining
experience as we enjoy lunch at the Brookwood Café offering a delicious gourmet
menu of chicken mushroom crepes, fresh vegetables and a lovely selection of desserts. In anticipation of the holidays this will also be a marvelous opportunity to browse
the gift shop and the wonderful selection of decorative handcrafted items including
ceramics, greeting cards, candles, and garden ornaments such as stepping stones and
bird baths. Contact Co-Chairpersons Emilie Fulton at (281) 242-1806 or Susan Graul
at (713) 462-1552 for more information.
The New Year will find the GAH at the scenic Houston Racquet Club on January 18th
for a Winter Luncheon and Fashion Show. Come join us for delicious food and our
own members modeling the latest spring fashions from Chico’s. Contact Chairperson, Kathi Hilterman at 713-467-2599 for more information.
Our annual Spring Brunch will be held on Sunday, March 13 at Lakeside Country
Club. Members and guests will enjoy the lovely surroundings, an elegant buffet and be
entertained by a group from the Country Playhouse performing from “Compleat
Works...Shakespeare”. You don’t need to know anything about Shakespeare to enjoy this irreverent, fast-paced romp through his plays.
President’s Column continued from page 1.

and you will see a list of the wonderful people who chair these events. Notice that every month
we list their names and contact information. Think of this as efficient advertising if you are a
contractor or as efficient good will creation if you are with an exploration or production company. Next, notice two details about the listing under 2nd VP: (1) often the same people will
chair an event year after year, which they do because they enjoy the event and it works for
them, and (2) we need someone to volunteer to chair the Awards Banquet. This is a rare
opportunity for you. Interested parties should contact the 2nd VP as listed on page 2 of this
Newsletter.
What is so great about being a chairman? You get recognition from your peers which is a
good way to keep the old network working. Missing from the list on page 2 are all of the event
organizers who volunteer their services to help the chairman put the event together every year.
We are always grateful to all of the event organizers. It is our good intention to give you credit
and recognition at the event and in the Newsletter summary after the event. Thanks.
In the first paragraph I listed seven events. Is there another event which you would like to
President’s Column continued on page 15.
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Membership
Report
Effective
October 7, 2004

8552 Katy Freeway, Suite 140 - Houston, Texas 77024
713-468-2333 / Fax 713-468-1918
Joe Smith, President
jsmith@petrophysics.com

“The Place to Go”
For GOM Gravity Data and Interpretations

Complete, New
Data Coverage
Fugro Robertson Inc.
(Formerly Fugro-LCT)
GRAVITY AND MAGNETICS
Brian Anderson – Dave Schwartz
Tel: 713-369-6100 www.fugro-lct.com
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PSDM Support
3D Modeling
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Active
Camen Comis, Paradigm
Amalendu Gupta, Selan Exploration
Cristian Malaver, Occidental
Ian McMillan, Consultant
Chris Neale, MicroSeismic
Joe Parker, PGS
Robert Van Nieuwenhuise,
-Earth Wave Geosciences
Chris Verret, WesternGeco
Associate
Paul Kline, Kerr McGee
Kevin Reilly, Consultant
Hetal Sheth, Zeus Development
Student
Donald “Shea” Maddox, Texas A&M
Julie Pechacek, Texas A&M
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2004 Fall Social
Houston Chapter of SIPES
Date: Thursday, November 11, 2004
Time: 6:30 PM. Cocktails (Cash Bar), Complimentary Wine; 7:30 Dinner
Location: The Petroleum Club, Discovery Room
Speaker: Dr. Carlton C. Allen, NASA Johnson Space Center
Topic:

“Exploring Mars — Robots and Humans;
Geology and Biology (?)”

H

ow would you conduct a program of geological fieldwork on the planet Mars? While our generation of scientists pursue this
goal with robots, our sub-teen neighbor, son, daughter, or grandchild may walk on the red planet within our lifetime. How do
we go about exploring Mars?
Our featured speaker Dr. Carlton C. Allen will give us his insights on the subject drawing on his experience in and contributions to
methods of extraterrestrial exploration. Dr. Allen will present us with an overview and update of Mars geology, the observations
we’re making from the spacecraft currently operating on the planet’s surface and from others in Mars orbit. He’ll also discuss
missions planned for the next decade, and the continuing controversy over possible evidence of life.
Dr. Allen is Manager of Astromaterials Acquisition and Curation at NASA. His office is responsible for the curation and distribution
of NASA’s extraterrestrial samples including the Apollo Moon rocks, Antarctic meteorites, and cosmic dust. Genesis and Stardust
are two astromaterials sampling missions scheduled to return to Earth on September 8, 2004 and January 15, 2006. These will add
new materials to his collection.
Dr. Allen earned a Ph.D. in Planetary Sciences from the University of Arizona, studying the interactions between volcanoes and ice
on the Earth and Mars. As a Postdoctoral Fellow in the University of New Mexico, he researched formation mechanisms for Martian
soil. Dr. Allen has studied the underground storage of high-level nuclear waste and the extraction of oxygen from the soil and rock
of the Moon. His current research is split between studies of bacteria in extreme environments and the unique requirements of a
Mars sample return mission.

2004 SIPES Social Registration Form
Mail this 2004 SIPES Social Registration form and a check (payable to SIPES Houston Chapter) to:
SIPES c/o BK Buongiorno, 1001 McKinney, Suite 801, Houston, TX 77002
Payment must be received no later than November 5, 2004.
Entrée choices: (A) Tournedos Benjamin – Two (4 oz) Stuffed & Topped with Mushrooms - Madeira Sauce
(B) Snapper Ponchartrain-Crabmeat, Shrimp and Oysters with Wine Sauce
(C) Vegetarian Plate
Name

Entree Choice
(A, B, C)

SIPES Member
(Y or N)

Telephone/Email

_________________________

_____________

___________

__________________________

_________________________

_____________

___________

__________________________

Number of persons attending _______ x $50 per person =__________________Total payment due.
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Book Report

Museum News

By Alan Foley

By Tom Fulton

A Dangerous Place: California’s Unsettling Fate
by Marc Reisner

M

arc Reisner wrote this factual summary of the seismicity of the San Francisco Bay area as a follow-up to “Cadillac
Desert”, his landmark volume on western
water resources. This book, first published
in 2000, should be of special interest to geophysicists, geologists, geotechnical engineers and structural engineers. Reisner ties
the faulting history of the Bay Area to population growth, infrastructure development,
and to the water supply of Southern California.
His pedigree as a former investigative reporter and Natural Resources Defense
Council staffer shows throughout the book.
Reisner documents well with citations and
summaries of possible look-alikes at Kobe,

Japan, Northridge, California and in the Bay
Area’s 1989 Loma Prieta earthquake. The
book diverges from its investigative style at
the end with the last chapter being a “report” of a hypothetical future event on the
Hayward fault. The book is akin to a prospect presentation in reverse - the ingredients, the recipe, the execution and, finally,
the pie. This format is necessitated by the
need to inform the lay reader of the soils
stability issues, earthquake characteristics,
and politics surrounding California’s vast
population in a coastal desert. The cover
hype uses terms such as chilling and frightening; however, those of us in the earth science community will end the book shaking
our heads knowingly. Building public infrastructure in fault zones, expanding cities be-

T

low sea level such as New Orleans, and allowing subdivisions in flood plains along the
Mississippi are perilous undertakings.
A good read for a long trip or a rainy
weekend.
[A Dangerous Place: California’s Unsettling Fate / Marc Reisner ISBN 01420.0383-2 Penguin Paperback $13.00 ]

Technical Luncheon continued from page 1.

pline integration of key seismic lines, wells,
remote sensing and surface geological data.
Overall, the Peruvian offshore is an
anomalous convergent margin. It is underlain
by continental crust, including Cretaceous and
Paleozoic strata and Precambrian crystalline
rocks, whereas many other convergent margins are underlain by oceanic accretionary
prisms. Several extensional basins have
formed and have been inverted during the
Cenozoic, largely controlled by the reactivation of basement faults. This new genetic
framework has resulted in several new play
concepts, and has produced a better understanding of previous concepts. The new
prospectivity, especially in shallow water, will
likely attract another round of exploration licensing in the area.
Wildcat wells in the Tumbes-Progresso
basin have penetrated a thick Upper Tertiary
section, and have tested substantial flows of
oil and gas. However, a thicker lower Eocene
section remains essentially untested, and hosts
large complex structural and possible stratigraphic traps. Remigration of hydrocarbons
from early-forming traps may be an important controlling factor here.
In the Trujillo basin, post-mortem analysis of wildcat failures suggests that two of the
four wildcat wells were drilled off-structure with
respect to deep targets, while the other two
tested the Trujillo-Salaverry basement arch.
This arch likely formed in the late Miocene,
10

which is significantly later than previously
believed. Although the arch itself is not
prospective, this earlier time of formation
leaves the way clear to charge the Salaverry
basin with hydrocarbons migrating out of the
Trujillo basin in the late Eocene to early Miocene. The Salaverry basin was previously
thought to be unprospective.
Traditional exploration targets in the
Trujillo basin have been turbidite sands of
Eocene to Miocene age that are draped over
basement structures. The study has resulted
in a better understanding of the paleogeography and paleobathymetry that controlled the
distribution of these sands. Cretaceous sandstones in the Trujillo and Salaverry basins and
Eocene carbonates in the Salaverry and Pisco
basins may also be prospective. Carbonate
targets have not been tested in the Peruvian
offshore to date.

Offshore Peru seismic Line at the shelf-slope break.

Geophysical Society of Houston

Biography:
Pete Emmet is a consulting geophysicist
with Brazos Valley G&G Services of Cypress,
Texas (pete@bvgg.com). Pete’s geophysical
practice involves data management and interpretation services utilizing The Kingdom
Suitetm applications of Seismic Micro-Technology. Pete earned a PhD in Geology and
Geophysics from Rice University in 1996, for
which he studied the structural and stratigraphic evolution of Cenozoic inversion structures of the western Flores Sea, Indonesia.
This project was conducted by a management and interpretation team assembled
by Gaffney, Cline and Associates, Inc. (GCA)
specifically for this project. The project management, data integration and final documentation responsibilities were handled by Tarek
Ghazi of GCA, Houston (tghazi@gaffneycline.com). Seismic data loading and interpretation were performed by Pete Emmet. Structural analysis was performed by Bob Hickman
of Structural Solutions, Sugar Land
(rghickman@earthlink.net). Well log analysis
and composite log creation were performed
by Glenn Granata of Granata Geological Consulting, Houston (gwgranata@sbcglobal.net).
Thermal maturation modeling was performed
by Angel Callejon of Platte River Associates,
Inc., Houston (a.callejon@platte.com). Velocity modeling and depth conversion were performed by Maurice Slot of In-Depth Solutions,
Oklahoma City (maurice@in-depthsolutions.com).
November 2004

he GSH has a rich history of support
for the SEG as well as its own contributions to our science/art. As the largest
SEG section we have always stepped up
to the plate whether in the technical or
financial area. As examples of the latter,
as the SEG building was being built I note
from a Gilchrist report that one year we
contributed $10,000 for the building and
am aware that the profit from SEG Conventions in Houston paid off that building. Our Symposia over the years have
helped to train Geophysicists just as our
SIGs are doing today.
We have had an active museum committee since 1960 to document our roots in
both hardware and interpretive technology and now need to push for a museum/
training facility in a look to the future. The
replication of the SEG’s GeoScience Center in Houston is necessary and appropriate for our size and past support. Gene
Womack suggested that we seek a donation of land for such a center, perhaps
from one of the service station locations

that have been abandoned. Ideas both for
the near term to store our artifacts and
for the longer term for the combination
Center & Museum are appreciated. Few
realize that we actually had a Museum
from 1979 until about 1991 in the Petty
Ray/GeoSource building on the SW Freeway which displayed many of our best artifacts. Plaques from that Museum have
been taken to the HGS/GSH office to
help us remember.
We are planning for SEG75 and I am very
pleased to have Bill Gafford, Joe Parker,
Gene Womack, and Bill Swart to help.
We will primarily be under the leadership
of Gary Servos and Lee Lawyer. To date,
the potential fields group is involved
through Guy Flannagan (who I understand
is THE person most familiar with the SEG
museum). He has visited the Iron Mountain storage, made a copy of a ’94 listing
of artifacts (as well as two additional copies for us), and will guide us in the display
of gravity and magnetic data. Don Herron
of TLE has also been contacted regard-

ing a complete
seismic project of
’53 that has a
Plane Table sheet,
seismic records and report (I am pretty
sure that 3-D seismic now covers the area
and will confirm this at the Annual Meeting in Denver.). I have updated the 1994
listing to indicate items now on loan with
the exception of the San Jacinto display.
It appears that we will be able to use our
recording trailer used at the last SEG.
Gary Servos’ visit to the storage has already paid off in ideas from his review of
old Geophysics destined to go to Tulsa.
He wants one technical session devoted
to papers given at previous conventions—
one had to do with Sex of Oil— and I can
think of one, perhaps given by Hugh
Thralls, on the use of geochemistry in
Kansas—seems they were measuring the
diameter of cow patties. Levin should be
contacted about a paper given by a cajun
humorist perhaps in ’81. We continue to
need humor in our industry.

O

n March 11, 1930, the SEG was founded right here in Houston. Our records say that
this took place at the University Club and that 29 men and one woman made up the
original membership. Our memories are such that no one is really certain where the University Club might have been.
Lee Lawyer and his committee are well into the planning to commemorate SEG’s diamond
anniversary. The homage will reach a peak with the Annual Meeting to be held next year in Houston, but before
then, there will be pins, special editions of the Leading Edge, classic papers reprints, museum exhibits, and a
celebratory lunch on March 11, 2005.
Lee has assembled a world-class committee to help: Gene Sparkman, Gary Servos, John Sumner, Tom Fulton,
David Yowell, Shane Coperude, Asra Tutuncu, Dan Ebrom, Peter Duncan, Linda Sternbach, Scott Singleton,
Matt Ross, and Roy Clark. If you would like to be a part of this, contact Lee.
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SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

SPECIAL INTEREST GROUPS

ROCK PHYSICS SIG

POTENTIAL FIELDS GROUP

Date:

Wednesday, November 17, 2004

Potential Fields Dinner

Time:

5:30 p.m.

Location:

Visualization Center
Veritas DGC, Inc.
10300 Town Park Dr.
Houston, TX 77072

Date:
Time:
Location:

Contacts:

Keith Katahara (keith@spinexp.com
Tad Smith (tad_smith@veritasdgc.com)

Thursday, November 18, 2004
5:30 PM
HESS Building
5430 Westheimer, Houston
Cost:
$25.00
Reservations: Call or email Dale Bird, by noon Tuesday, November 16
281-463-3816 or dale@birdgeo.com
Title:
AFMAG: Geotech’s New Airborne Audio
Frequency Electromagnetic (EM) System
Speakers:
Bob Lo, BHL Earth Sciences; Petr Kuzmin, Geotech Ltd.

Reservations: Log onto GSHtx.org to make your reservations, or call the GSH at 713-463-9477 / Email joan@gshtx.org
Walk-ins welcome.
Title:

Seismic: Petrophysics for Clean Sandstones:
Geologically-Sensible Rock Physics for Improved Seismic Attribute Interpretation

Speaker:

Mark G. Kittridge, Shell International EP Inc.

Abstract:
Calibration of seismic amplitude response
requires accurate prediction of the expected
acoustic properties for reservoir rocks, nonreservoir lithologies (e.g. mudrocks), and
pore fluids at varying conditions. The estimation of seismic amplitude variation with
offset (AVO) and time-lapse (4D) response
is similarly dependent on reliable rock and
fluid property information. Rock physics
relationships are an essential element in the
evaluation and modeling of seismic attributes
for hydrocarbon exploration. Integration of
lab- and well-based data is essential in the
development of rock physics models with
predictive capability. Our recent experience
in a number of global basins has demonstrated the value of an integrated approach
to developing rock and fluid acoustic properties for the quantitative interpretation of
seismic data. Additional interpretive synergies are realized when the rock properties
work is done within a collaborative workflow,
leveraging petrographic observations to constrain the development of rock physics models. Recently, we described a new model
capable of robust predictions of elastic properties (Vp and Vs) for consolidated sandstones (Kittridge, Taylor, & Braunsdorf,
2004). The model is based on a new set of
high quality laboratory velocity measurements, each supported by detailed petrologic
evaluation, and rigorous evaluation of rock
and fluid acoustic properties from well data.
8

Using lab-derived velocity data, we develop
relationships between porosity and dry rock
moduli (bulk, shear), for a geologically diverse
set of quartz-dominated lithified sandstones.
Continued evaluation and testing with the
model reveal additional insights into the elastic behavior of clean, consolidated sandstones
(Kittridge, et al., 2004). In this presentation,
we will summarize results from two recently
published papers, and discuss the following
elements:
• New modulus-based model for clean,
consolidated sandstone.
• Seismic Petrophysics: integration of
well- and lab-derived data.
• Model performance on a range of
independent data sets.
• Examination of the transition to
consolidated sandstone (Gulf of Mexico).
• Comparison of the modulus model with
existing public-domain relationships.
References:
Kittridge, M.G., Taylor, T.R., and Braunsdorf,
N.R., 2004, Geologically-consistent rock
physics modeling for sandstones: Modulusbased prediction of in situ elastic properties,
EAGE 66th Conference & Exhibition,
paper F045, Paris, June.
Kittridge, M.G., et al., 2004, Seismic Petrophysics for clean sandstones: integrated
Geophysical Society of Houston

interrogation of Lab- and Well-based Data
for improved rock physics modeling, SEG,
paper RP P1.5, Denver, October.
Biography:
Mark G. Kittridge is a Senior Staff
Petrophysical Engineer with Shell International EP Inc. He joined Shell in 1988 after
earning BSc. and Professional Degrees in
Geological Engineering from The Colorado
School of Mines and a MSc. in Petroleum
Engineering from The University of Texas.
His research focused on modeling vertical
and lateral permeability heterogeneity
in carbonate ramp sediments, integrating
data from a range of scales and sources
(outcrop and subsurface). With Shell, Mark
has worked in a variety of well operations
and study settings, including carbonates,
EOR monitoring, HPHT clastics, and the
offshore GoM. He is currently in the
Exploration and Deepwater group of EP’s
Technology R&D unit, working on the
development and integration of rock
physics models in seismic attribute studies.
He has served local SPE and SPWLA
committees and participated in a number of
SPE Forum Series and Applied Technology
workshops, and has several publications in
SPE Formation Evaluation.

Abstract:
An airborne AFMAG (Audio Frequency electroMAGnetic) system has been developed and successfully tested by Geotech Ltd.
The system uses proprietary and Patent Pending technology to
damp vibrations and de-rotate the EM fields respectively. Three
orthogonal coils are used to measure the horizontal and vertical
components of these fields (Figs. 1 & 2).
The EM source energy is the Earth’s natural time-varying magnetic field, in the audio frequency range of 30 to 6,000 Hz. This
method is quite similar to MT or magnetotelluric methods; however, electric fields are not measured by AFMAG. Natural EM
sources are nearly homogeneous, which allows deep penetration. Typical penetration depths, observed from the system tests,
range from zero to hundreds of meters for small test bodies that
were hundreds of meters in size. Theoretically, the AFMAG system is capable of detecting large conductive features such as salt
water trapped in anticlines as deep as 10 km. Like all airborne
systems, this data can be rapidly acquired over large areas, over
rugged terrain, and over areas where access is difficult.
The development of AFMAG was partially funded by the Ontario
Minerals Exploration Technologies (OMET) program and two mining companies. Initial tests, completed in August of 2004, have
focused on minerals exploration applications. Airborne field tests
are very encouraging and in addition to mineral targets, some
large conductive features due to conductive sedimentary units
have been mapped.

AFMAG unit interior
showing the three
orthogonal coils,
damping mechanism
and suspension.

Bo Lo

Geotech is now completing its OMET project report, and is seeking suitable petroleum plays for
airborne tests to define airborne AFMAG’s performance in petroleum exploration. In addition, current development is now
focusing on using the field
data collected by the base
Geotech’s airborne AFMAG
station to monitor the
system in field trials in Sudbury,
natural EM fields, and perOntario with the principal
haps to provide a remote
designer, Dr. Petr Kuzmin.
reference for signal processing of the EM fields. The base station data will also be assessed
to determine if the number of airborne coils can be reduced to just
the vertical dipole receiver coil, providing the possibility of installation onto a fixed-wing platform.
An introduction to the AFMAG method, the system, and its deployment will be presented. Results from the Sudbury test area,
characterized by deep conductive targets including conductive
sedimentary rocks, as well as several numerical models of typical
petroleum target geometries, will also be presented.
Biography:
Bob Lo graduated from the University of Toronto with a Bachelors of Applied Science in Geophysics in 1981, and a Masters
of Science in Physics in 1986. Bob also obtained an MBA from
Laurentian University in 1994. Bob has held positions of Senior
Geophysicist for Inco Ltd., Chief Geophysicist for Aerodat Ltd.,
and Vice-President of Scintrex Ltd. Bob currently works as an
industry consultant, specializing in advanced geophysical interpretations of electromagnetic data for clients around the world.
Bob is active in the geophysical community, having served as
KEGS President, has reviewed expanded abstracts, and has
chaired sessions at various SEG Annual Meetings. Bob is a Professional Engineer and holder of a Certificate of Authorization
from the Professional Engineers, Ontario.

Contact: mark.kittridge@shell.com
November 2004
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